Mission Statement
To Promote a greater awareness of the importance of agriculture to Joliet Junior College and the surrounding community.

CONTACT US:
Email Address - StudentAgricultureAssociation@gmail.com

President: Zachary Dunham
1st Vice President: Patti Benedict
Vice President, Ag Production: Michael Walker
Vice President, Ag Transfer: Abby Jacobs
Vice President, Ag Business: Tyler Perkins
Secretary: Rachel Koehn
Reporter: Xavier Morgan
Treasurer: Rebecca Klump
Collegiate Club Council Representative: Ellie Foster

Stay up to date!
To receive updates
Text @JJCSAAOrg to 81010

Goals
- To be an integral part of the Agricultural and Horticultural Sciences Department through recruitment and education.
- To provide both social and educational interaction with an interest in agriculture.

Associated with:
- Active member of the Illinois Post-Secondary Agriculture Students Organization.
- Attend State and National Conferences